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ABSTRACT Blockchains are a new approach to creating distributed networks that were first introduced
in 2008. It allows the formation of peer-to-peer networks based on consensus, forming chains from accepted
blocks without requiring a central authority or centralized controller. A prominent application of this
technology is its use in decentralized storage systems. Individuals in decentralized storage networks rent
unused hardware storage space to other individuals. A decentralized network utilizing end-to-end encryption
eliminates the risk of data loss associated with centralized data control by enabling clients to transmit their
files securely. The storage providers must prove that they have kept unaltered files in this network for
this time. Many studies have been conducted in this specific domain, most targeting storage capacity and
efficiency, but a security, integrity and privacy loophole need to be addressed. This paper presents an overview
of blockchain-based storage systems and how they work, followed by a comparison with cloud-based storage
networks and a survey of various decentralized storage networks like SIA, File coin, and Storj available
on the market. Next, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of blockchain-based storage. In our
final discussion, we examine the security problems of decentralized storage networks and explore potential
solutions and research directions for the future.

INDEX TERMS Decentralized storage, blockchain, storage networks, blockchain storage.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, technological developments within the field
of blockchain technology have caused us to question our
perception of the internet as a network of centralized service
providers. Decentralized ledgers have proved their impor-
tance to various blockchain networks. Platforms like these
decentralized networks allow anyone to build valuable ser-
vices without centralized management. Blockchain technol-
ogy is used across many applications, including financial
transactions, supply chain systems, and social networking.
In addition to producing a large amount of data daily, com-
puters, smartphones, and cameras require a growing amount
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of space to store that data [1]. A cloud storage system was
created to meet this need. Providing storage services, the
Cloud is a cooperative system comprising multiple devices,
multiple applications, and many forms of service. Local stor-
age is more costly, less reliable, and more likely to lose data
than cloud storage. Cloud storage refers to storing user data
on servers managed by a third party and secured by that third
party. The data is stored in remote devices’ memory rather
than on the owner’s hardware. Even though cloud computing
presents many security and availability concerns, it represents
a significant innovation in computing. Having no visibility
or control over stored data is one of the biggest problems
with cloud storage [2]. A user’s data may be stored, handled,
or compromised without their knowledge. There needs to be
more trust between users and companies. Users cannot claim
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compensation because there is no formal contract between
them and service providers. In addition, clients need to find
out if their data is copied or sold. Nowadays, blockchain tech-
nology is widely used in distributed storage systems. Powered
by IPFS, Filecoin provides customers and storageminers with
an entirely decentralized network of storage services. To ini-
tiate transactions, the miner provides the capability of view-
ing matching quotes within its services. In order to ensure
data integrity, a copying proof and space-time certificate are
used [3]. The Filecoin protocol includes blockchain records
for token transactions, integrity challenge responses, and
order books. The Siacoin network allows storage providers
and consumers to create smart contracts that allow them
to exchange documents. A contract requires customers to
submit their data storage certificates during the certifica-
tion window. If the proof is legal, smart contracts pay the
customer’s storage provider automatically. A peer-to-peer
cloud storage service, Storj, operates on the Storj network.
Clients encrypt their files before sending them to the network.
By encrypting file blocks, files are protected from unautho-
rized access. Direct encryption can protect the confidentiality
of stored data in distributed storage [4]. Data storage fees
are paid by customers after their data provider validates that
the data can be recovered. The majority of transaction blocks
can be written over an hour after a transaction is released,
according to recent analysis. Distributed storage solutions
with transaction latency problems do not offer a competitive
advantage. Moreover, it shows the importance of updating the
system agreement as well as upgrading middlemen to ensure
the system’s vitality. Furthermore, the block generated by
the new protocol node is invalid in the node, which means a
hard fork is inevitable. There was a hard fork in Ethereum,
and the number has been split into two. In the Ethereum
hard fork process, two numbers are created: ETH and ETC
Currency. There are some disadvantages to the decentralized
system, including slow updating and a difficulty maintain-
ing it. There are a variety of definitions discussed in [5]
regarding distributed networks. They share resources such
as content, storage, CPU power, and other resources, among
others, as one of their main features. A distributed file system
has several advantages, including fault tolerance, availability,
scalability, and performance. The above benefits can only be
achieved by coordinating thousands of servers and execut-
ing users’ applications tasks. Replicating data increases data
availability and reduces data loss in distributed storage file
systems. This method is fast and straightforward but poses
certain challenges such as large storage overhead. Addition-
ally, multiple data failures need to be avoided by properly
distributing files across different domains for replication to be
effective [6]. Erasure code is a second method that can solve
the problem of huge overheads by reducing computation
complexity. In distributed file storage systems, there is no
trusted central party to control the network since it is built on
blockchain technology. The security of these storage methods
is therefore higher than that of other types [7]. Despite recent
enhancements to security solutions, it cannot fully fix the

Cloud’s inherent security flaws. Users can rent out unused
space on decentralized blockchain storage networks to other
users who need it [4]. Our survey revolves around the use of
blockchain technology in storage networks. A decentralized
storage network powered by this model allows any computer
system with a free disk to participate. In return for lending
out this storage, the provider will receive cryptocurrency. Any
client that needs free storage can get it from the system [5].
A decentralized ledger stores all the information about avail-
able storage, contracts between a client and a provider, and
free storage with each provider. This method can develop an
autonomous storage network with minimal central control.

A. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTIONS
The importance of decentralized storage networks and their
inherent challenges motivates this survey to examine past
solutions employed to overcome them. Its key attributes are
trust, transparency, and traceability, and blockchain radically
transforms the domain [6]. Concerning decentralized storage
networks and process decentralization, blockchain technol-
ogy is a viable candidate for solving the problems related to
immutability, integrity, and tamper resistance. This domain
has several research gaps concerning data security, privacy,
and integrity. An earlier paper [8] in the same field compares
blockchain-based storage networks with cloud-based storage
networks and presents an overview. Furthermore, different
consensus protocols are discussed in each group. Blockchain-
based storage systems are discussed in terms of their advan-
tages and disadvantages. However, there are still big research
gaps to fill, such as how do decentralize storage systems
work? What makes DNS better than cloud storage? Are there
any challenges to the adoption of DNS?HowDNS is address-
ing security concerns, as well as the limitations they face. Our
research aims to find the best possible solutions to potential
problems by conducting a comprehensive survey. Moreover,
the highlights of all aspects of decentralized storage will
be helpful for researchers in the future. Our research aims
to find the best possible solutions to potential problems by
conducting a comprehensive survey. Moreover, the highlights
of all aspects of decentralized storage will be helpful for
researchers in the future.

Our contribution in this paper sums up with the following
points.

• Briefly describes the difference between centralized and
decentralized storage networks.

• Presents a comprehensive comparison of various storage
networks (prize, mostly used, Active nodes, working
mechanism, Advantages, Disadvantages, etc.

• Highlights possible attacks and their solutions on decen-
tralized storage systems.

• Presents open challenges and future research direction
for decentralized storage networks.

B. PAPER ORGANIZATION
The structure of this paper has three parts. The first part
of the paper describes a comprehensive literature search
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and summarizes the work done so far. The second part
outlines existing work on critical subdomains/subfields of
decentralized storage systems and reference case studies that
have been implemented. In contrast, the third part exam-
ines the advantages, disadvantages, limitations, and potential
problems associated with decentralized storage. Considering
this survey’s contribution and novelty, there is a considerable
research gap regarding the adoption and security of decentral-
ized storage systems. Many studies have been conducted in
this domain, but most focus on aspects other than security and
privacy. The comprehensive article compares various storage
systems, followed by a discussion of potential security issues
surrounding decentralized storage systems and their possible
solutions and limitations.

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Observing the typical patterns in blockchain applications in
decentralized storage networks and related domains in the
literature is a standard requirement in analyzing previous
work. It is intended to identify the applications, challenges,
gaps, and future directions of the field. In this way, we iden-
tified and collected all literature related to storage, where
blockchain was used to solve conventional problems. In each
subsection, the findings and issues that were addressed are
summarized and tabulated. As a result of this method, poten-
tial applications, issues, and challenges that were resolved
using blockchain technology in the decentralized domain can
be identified. To consolidate the case studies used by non-
government and governmental agencies worldwide to solve
storage challenges, an exploratory study will be conducted
to assess the state-of-the-art implementation of blockchain
technology in the decentralized storage domain. Lastly, all
the literature was combined to determine the most prevalent
applications and current open issues.

A. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1) What are the potential benefits of blockchain technology
in decentralized storage?

2) How can blockchain-based storage applications provide
solutions to the issues and challenges identified in decentral-
ized storage and used in previous studies?

3) How can blockchain be deployed for distributed storage
networks?

Reports, articles, and review findings about blockchain in
decentralized storage networks are discussed in this section
as the filters used to narrow down the results. A search of
300 papers produced the initial result. We compiled a list of
primary studies based on the criteria applied to preliminary
studies. Figure 1 portrays the selection of papers.

B. SEARCH RESULTS
We found five hundred thirty papers using the search strategy
(see Figure 4). By removing duplicate papers and apply-
ing the study selection process described in Section II-B,
503 papers were excluded. The included papers and the
related literature reviews resulted in the addition of four
records. Figure 2 displays the paper sorting process.

FIGURE 1. Paper selection criteria.

FIGURE 2. Papers sorting.

III. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Researchers in [7] have analyzed several existing blockchain-
based studies. Research in this area indicates that data stor-
age and sharing account for 16% of all research conducted
after IoT. The most popular blockchain topics are IoT and
data storage. Public and private blockchains aim to resolve the
current system’s main problems: single points of failure and
data tampering. Data can be stored more securely and effi-
ciently using blockchain-based storage networks compared
to traditional centralized storage systems that use centralized
servers. Among the stored contents are personal informa-
tion about users, the data of users, or system-related infor-
mation. The following section examines several proposed
ideas that have been made to improve existing blockchain-
based storage networks and use blockchain technology to use
centralized systems to enhance existing ones. Blockchain-
based decentralization Domain Name System (DNS) pro-
posed in [8] can be used to prevent data tampering by storing
hashes of zone files. It also has multiple parallel parsing
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TABLE 1. Research in decentralized storage networks.

nodes to avoid collapsing if one of the nodes fails. PingER
(Ping End-to-End Reporting) is an end-to-end reporting tool
proposed by the authors of [9]. Distributed Hash Tables
(DHT) store actual files off-chain, while a private blockchain
stores metadata about each file.

A. LITERATURE SURVEY
In order to measure Internet performance worldwide, this
system removes the centralized party. Search issues in stor-
age blockchains can be overcome with a keyword search
service [9].
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The below figure 3 is the depiction of the summary of work
carried out.

FIGURE 3. Summary of our findings.

Data will be encrypted before it is sent over the sys-
tem’s network, and the encrypted data will then be sent to
a node (storage provider) to be stored. Nodes grant permis-
sions to each other despite keywords being stored on the
blockchain. Data owners and permissioned nodes can search
the blockchain as a result. It has been proposed to implement
a system for preventing data fraud [10]. There should be
meta-data about how the data was acquired, the owner of the
data, and how it was transformed; known as Data Provenance,
this package tracks the provenance of data. As long as most
participants are trustworthy, malicious modifications to data
will be impossible [11]. Attribute-based encryption (ABE) is
one solution that has been proposed to deal with the privacy
problems posed by traditional cloud storage systems. Conse-
quently, traditional cloud storage systems are susceptible to
single points of failure. According to [2], blockchain tech-
nology provides a single point of failure for decentralized
storage. ABE technology, Ethereum blockchains, and inter-
planetary file systems enable this model to achieve decentral-
ized storage. A keyword search feature is also available on
this platform to allow the owner of encrypted data to specify
who should have access to the data. A private blockchain,
BlockHouse, has been created to convert digital storage into
a private blockchain. Blockchain-based storage networks use
private blockchains to monetize unused hardware space. The
availability and redundancy of data are checked at fixed inter-
vals. Logging, payment, and storage security are all handled
by dual intelligent contracts in this network. Consensus is
achieved in this project using the PoR algorithm. Rather than
storing critical data in the cloud, small and medium enter-
prises can keep it on their network. According to a study con-
ducted in [1], data distribution systems in organizations were
examined. There is a concern that these systems could create

a disaster due to the need for data extraction. A decentralized
data storage solution was developed using blockchains and
artificial intelligence. Blockchain is combined with artifi-
cial intelligence for understanding, creating, and retrieving
knowledge. With blockchain, you can protect your data and
save money at the same time. Every day, the Internet of
Things (IoT) grows, as well as the amount of data it generates.
Third-party storage spaces store a large amount of essential
data, which poses trust issues. To solve this problem, [12] pro-
poses implementing blockchain-based multi-center storage
systems, encryption, consensus algorithms, and smart con-
tracts. Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to objects that com-
prehend their environments and make decisions that increase
their chances of achieving their predefined goals. A database
helps AI systems make better decisions. The authors have
proposed a blockchain for artificial intelligence (AI) [2].With
the blockchain, data can be maintained and kept safe from
manipulation and tampering by providing decentralized stor-
age space. This enables proper decisions to be made. Above
table 1 portrays a brief survey of research in this domain.

B. CLOUD STORAGE
The use of cloud storage has become a standard across
industries and corporate companies, as cloud storage HAS
several advantages for enterprises when it is implemented.
Similar to how data is generally handled, a cloud’s data is
basically kept on hard drives [25]. Instead of being stored
on individual devices, cloud data is stored on servers owned
by large companies. The user can access this data through
the internet. Since there is an increasing amount of online
digital content, adding storage to the existing infrastructure
is necessary to accommodate the need for storage. To accom-
modate this, expensive servers will have to be purchased,
which are hard to maintain and require costly configuration.
It is also costly to migrate data from one server to another in
the event of a failure. Data storage is a significant undertak-
ing involving an enormous budget to meet the ever-growing
demand [26], [27], [28].

C. BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEMS
Blockchains are public ledgers that record peer-to-peer trans-
actions. The peer-to-peer architecture enables networks to
scale and operate independently of a central server, even in
a computer network failure and with a remarkably transient
node population. Blockchains store all the history of trans-
actions, making them very difficult to alter. The first blocks
without parents are called Genesis blocks [29]. Transactions
are verified using a mining process that solves a computation-
ally tricky puzzle and finds a unique nonce. Blockchain users
must vote on a commerce group to create a new block. Using
the block as a database is impossible because it can only store
vital information.

D. DECENTRALIZATION OF STORAGE
Blockchain has been used in other areas, but recent develop-
ments in decentralized storage networks have also become
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visible. There have been many attempts in the industry to
build a decentralized storage network by integrating concepts
of blockchain, such as storj.io and filecoin.io. Filecoin, for
example, aims to use a novel concept known as Proof-of-
Spacetime to create blockchain data storage done by miners.
This ‘Proof of Spacetime’ replaces the conventional ‘Proof
of Work’ used in the blockchain system [30]. New blocks
can be mined quickly without wasting time on computations.
Instead, by storing information in the network, they extract
blocks rapidly. Transactions between clients and providers
are conducted with native tokens.

An incentive layer can be added by building an incen-
tive layer on top of the blockchain and using native tokens.
A smart contract can also be used to store information about
storage capacity and agreements between customers and
providers [31].

E. WHY DECENTRALIZED STORAGE DATA?
Because cloud storage is easy to use, ordinary users and large
businesses have moved their data to centralized servers. As a
result of economies of scale, large data centers have emerged,
dominated by tech giants like Amazon, Microsoft, IBM, and
Google [32], [33]. Even though competition between corpo-
rations ensures that users have a variety of service providers
to choose from, the nature of the services is often viewed as
a potential source of censorship or misuse of private data.
Additionally, experts report a 71% increase in valid data
breaches between last year and 2020 because cloud storage
is moving to the cloud. Figure 4 shows the stats regarding
security breaches in cloud storage [34].

FIGURE 4. Security breaches in cloud over the years.

Several ways are being explored to disrupt the existing
cloud market with decentralized storage networks. To start
with, these networks are most likely to operate based on free
markets, with open participation. In this way, it is possible
for anyone to participate in the network, and rather than
relying on a single point of failure, data is replicated across
multiple nodes. Furthermore, public-key cryptography is a
natural accompanying feature of blockchain integration [35].
A host usually encrypts data before it is stored, so it can only
be decrypted by the rightful owner and any parties he or she

has agreed to share it with. The process makes these services
more resistant to censorship and manipulation, as well as
rendering any data compromised in a breach useless to an
attacker [36].

1) INCREASED SPEED
As opposed to centralized storage, peer-to-peer systems rely
on peer-to-peer technology [37]. Data transmission does not
occur through the central server during peak traffic times.
Multiple copies of data are stored at different locations,
so downloads are faster.

2) LOAD BALANCING
Blockchain-based decentralized storage systems follow the
principle of load balancing. Data can be cached locally by
hosts to avoid repeated access to the server [38]. The server
is relieved of the burden, and the network traffic is also eased.
In addition to allocating and optimizing data, the server can
reduce bottlenecks in the central system.

3) FAIR MARKET PRICE
Decentralized storage systems become a perfect competition
when there are millions of nodes. Individual nodes cannot
charge higher prices. Prices are, therefore, equal across all
nodes. This market ensures that only high-quality nodes sur-
vive and compete [39].

4) INCREASED SECURITY AND PRIVACY
The high level of security provided by decentralized data stor-
age systems is their most significant advantage [40]. Shared
data is broken down into smaller chunks using hashes or
public-private keys to encrypt copies of the original data and
share copies of the original data with each other. The entire
process is secure by securing the data from bad actors [41].
Further, no owner information exists in any stored data, which
is not the case with centralized systems.

F. ADVANTAGES OF DECENTRALIZED STORAGE DATA
As an alternative to centralized storage, peer-to-peer storage
is emerging as a disruptive force. Here are a few advantages
a decentralized storage system provides.

1) HIGH RELIABILITY
Multiple hosts are used in the decentralized network to dis-
tribute and store data. Redundant copies of the data are stored
(eliminating a single point of failure). Backup copies will
be available in case of a hardware failure or loss. A unique
hash value is also assigned to each chunk of shared data [42].
By adding this extra layer of protection, data becomes more
secure.

2) LOW COSTS
A decentralized data storage system significantly reduces
both hardware and storage costs. In an environment of decen-
tralization, machine performance requirements are reduced,
which decreases the need for expensive investments in
high-performance hardware and software. Moreover, there
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is a potential for millions of nodes to store data in the
decentralized network. Therefore, the available storage space
has increased significantly [43]. This system continuously
utilizes all the idle storage space, reducingwaste and avoiding
the need to invest in new storage. Compared to central-
ized cloud storage, the overall storage cost is significantly
lower [44]. A quick comparison of centralized and decentral-
ized storage networks is presented below in Table 2.

G. P2P NETWORKS
P2P nodes can serve as both clients and servers. File-sharing
P2P networks, also called decentralized public storages, are
intended for sharing files between all network users [45].
A particular network provides tools and methods that allow
users to search for desired files and download them from other
computers (in this scenario, the files are open for everyone
to access) by employing its search tools. Users gain access
to their files within a P2P network and the ability to search
for and download files after installing a client program on
their computer. The parts of a file that have been downloaded
instantly become sources for other users in many networks
when they download a file from several sources simultane-
ously [46]. BitTorrent is a classic example, which ensures
high bandwidth on P2P networks. Commonly, P2P networks
connect computers from different administrative domains.
As P2P networks are dynamic, participants can frequently
join or leave them. A virtual overlay network on top of the
Internet is formed by P2P nodes that coincide with Inter-
net nodes and store information about several other nodes.
Physical links in the core network correspond to each link
in the overlay P2P network. In a P2P storage system, data
must be efficiently searched for and fault-tolerantly stored,
and queries and responses must be routed accordingly [47].
Several types of infrastructures and algorithms are devel-
oped to meet these requirements. Based on distribution con-
trol techniques, data search techniques, and overlay network
topologies, P2P networks can be classified [48].

Although P2P networks are commonly assumed to be fully
decentralized, they are not always decentralized; some may
be more centralized than others. A single central server in
centralized P2P network stores the central resource register
and other information about the network. The central reg-
istry server allows network users to locate desired files by
querying its address. A single point of failure exists in such
P2P networks because they are poorly scaled. Depending on
their characteristics, these systems can be categorized as fully
decentralized or hybrid. Network nodes play a different role
in each. There are no differences among nodes in a fully
decentralized system (for example, Gnutella and Chord) [49].
Certain nodes in hybrid systems assist other ordinary peers in
processing search queries. These nodes are called dominating
nodes or super peers. Computing power, stability, and Internet
connection quality are often heterogeneous among peers in
P2P networks. A fully decentralized system can utilize the
heterogeneity of a hybrid system, but not a fully decentralized
system. The super peers are assigned the task of indexing

TABLE 2. Comparison of centralized and decentralized storage.

dynamically and caching the files stored in small parts of
the overlay network. They act as proxy servers, indexing the
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files provided by the ordinary nodes associated with them
and performing searches on their behalf. Because of this,
super peers receive all queries first [50]. It is important to
choose dominating nodes carefully to avoid bottlenecks and
single points of failure. The decentralized P2P networks are
divided into two categories based on their structure: struc-
tured P2P networks and unstructured P2P networks. Most of
the time, this is done automatically. The architecture and data
allocation of structured P2P networks are precisely defined.
A distributed hash table (DHT) facilitates the identification
of content by efficiently directing queries to a node that con-
tains it by ensuring correspondence between data (e.g., a file
id) and its location (e.g., a node address). These networks
make it possible for systems to be highly scalable. Although
they provide efficient message routing in the medium with a
variable number of nodes, their disadvantage is the complex
management of the network structure. Network topologies
and data storage locations in P2P networks are unstructured,
and there are no rules to govern them [51]. Two simple
search mechanisms use query flooding and route indexing
to find desired data by flooding queries in a depth-first or
breadth-first manner. Availability, reliability, and scalability
are all issues associated with unstructured networks, which
are much harder to deal with [52]. Unstructured systems,
on the other hand, are better suited to networks with variable
nodes. The overlay topology and the data search/allocation
have a probabilistic nature based on certain assumptions.
Both properties can be combined to achieve different data
distribution/retrieval properties. Overlays are defined prob-
abilistically, while data locations are precisely determined.
A weakly structured network resides somewhere between a
structured and unstructured network [53]. P2P systems can
also be classified based on other characteristics. Hierarchi-
cal and non-hierarchical overlay networks can, for instance,
be classified according to whether they have a hierarchy.
Inmost fully decentralized systems, overlay networks are flat,
so they are nonhierarchical.

Hierarchical systems comprise all hybrid systems and
some fully decentralized systems. Load balancing and stabil-
ity are inherent to non-hierarchical systems [54]. The hier-
archical structure of a network improves scalability, routing,
and performance by utilizing the heterogeneity of nodes.
Decentralized P2P networks can also be classified based on
different characteristics. The figure shows an example of a
decentralized P2P network classified by different character-
istics. A taxonomy of P2P network Classification is presented
in figure 5.

Blockchain technology is being applied in various
domains; several researchers presented brief research onmul-
tiple aspects of decentralized storage, such as technology
used for decentralization, problems, and their solution in
decentralized storage. Some dealt with future elements and
challenges. The technology has the potential to revolutionize
storage networks by providing autonomous financial set-
tlement, audit, and reconciliation mechanisms with greater
transparency by preventing fraud. The authors present various

FIGURE 5. P2P network classification.

models with public and private block chains and highlight
potential attacks along with their solutions. In most surveys
and reviews, we observed a vertical-specific approach and a
lack of comprehensiveness—all sections of this work present
vertical-specific coverage over a wide range of studies. Below
in table 3 a comprehensive overview of various papers on
block chains in storage networks.

IV. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED DECENTRALLIZED STORAGE
NEWORKS
There are various blockchain-based decentralized storage
networks available in mainstream market for storage rental
services.

A few DSN storage giants are discussed as follows.

A. STORJ, A DECENTRALIZEDSTORAGE NETWORK
1) WHO CREATED STORJ
Shawn Wilkinson and John Quinn founded Storj Labs, the
company behind the Storj platform, in 2014.
In September 2019, Storj V3 was launched as the newest
version. Since its founding, Storj Labs has been funded
in three rounds. In 2017, Storj migrated from Bitcoin to
Ethereum after launching on Bitcoin. In 2014, Storj Labs
raised 910 bitcoins (worth approximately $460,000 at the
time) in a public crowd sale. A token sale in 2017 raised
$30 million after Storj raised $3 million in seed funding [81].

2) HOW DO STORJ WORKS?
Storj is an open-source cloud storage network based on peer-
to-peer and remote technologies. Storj is a hybrid network
designed with both elements of centralized and decentralized
architectures. The web is viewed as decentralized from the
storage perspective since the content is segmented and dis-
tributed across many peers. Storj relies on centralized servers
for communication control [82]. A centralized server man-
ages user authentication and facilitates exchanges between
peer storage nodes in addition to facilitating encrypted file
segment storage on peer storage nodes. Several different
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TABLE 3. Survey of block chain in storage systems.

units make up the Storj network. A bridge, a renter, or a
provider are among these. The Storj network rents out space
to users [83]. Users upload and download files using Storj’s
Client application, which allows them to interact with the

network. The renter must first interact with the bridge to
communicate with the network. A bridge grants the renter
permission to send and receive files from Providers after that
conversation. That bridge is the network’s central element.
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The bridge interacted with every element in the network and
delegated all communication except for the files transmitted
between renters and providers. It is the gateway through
which the network is accessible to both renters and providers.
By observing all connected providers and renters, the bridge
also periodically checks the status of the network [84].
A provider is a network user that offers storage. To participate
in the network, they must first request permission from the
bridge. A bridge must approve for them to join the network.
Renters can engage providers for drive space once providers
join, allowing them to establish storage contracts. Several
steps involve uploading a file to a peer-to-peer cloud storage
provider. An agreement must be established between the
renter and the provider before a file can be handled. Following
the completion of the necessary contracts, the files are queued
for upload after being stored on the bridge [85]. As part
of the process, the renter encrypts the file and segments it
into shards. Upon creation, the shards are distributed among
the providers according to the contract [86]. As a backup
mechanism, redundant copies of the shards are created and
distributed in case a provider loses, destroys a share, or goes
out of service when the renter needs to access shards. When
a renter wants to download a file, they contact a bridge to
request it from a provider. First, the bridge determines if it
can reassemble the file based on the shards available so that
the renter can download it. If a file can be rebuilt, the bridge
notifies the provider to begin sending the shards to the renter.
Once the renter has all the shards necessary for restoring the
file, the shards must be combined into one file and decrypted.
Now that the file has been retrieved and is stored on the
renter’s computer, the bridge can audit the transaction [83].

3) STORJ NETWORK COMPONENTS
Three main components contribute to powering the Storj
network are:

a: STORAGE NODES
Providing users with the option to rent out excess space on
their hard drives and store and recover data for a fee.

b: UPLINKS
Upload files to a network by running on the client’s machine.
Also, uplinks coordinate data storage and retrieval between
peers.

c: SATELLITES
Ensure that traffic between storage nodes and uplinks is coor-
dinated. The satellites are responsible for storing metadata,
supervising storage nodes, and distributing payments. The
satellites have a user account for each user.

d: SEGMENTS AND STRIPS
Storj files go through a segmentation process once a user’s
satellite permits to store data on the network. This process
involves compressing, encrypting, and then shredding files,
i.e., dividing them into segments and stripes. Those stripes
are then distributed over the internet as copies of the original

files. Usersmust provide the same password used to compress
and encrypt their files to be able to decrypt them and retrieve
them. Segments that are small enough are typically stored in a
satellite instead of a storage node. The concept of redundancy
is what Storj uses to account for the potential loss of a
stripe when a node shuts down [87]. The technique duplicates
all stripes a certain number of times, preventing any small
number of nodes from tampering with or censoring them.
Figure5 shows the connectivity of Satellites for storage node
operators.

e: FILE VERIFICATION
An audit of each file is performed by Storj every hour. The
provider nodes must prove they have the shards they’ve been
sent before they can get paid. Storage sends a request to
provider nodes; if a provider node has modified or deleted
the encrypted shard, it can’t respond. Provider nodes can
respond to requests correctly if they currently hold the file.
A micropayment is made to the storage provider node for
storing and maintaining the file. This incentivizes provider
nodes to store the files and remain active on the network. It is
being considered whether to implement a reputation system
for provider nodes [88]. The system would determine which
nodes offer high bandwidth and operate honestly.

f: BRIDGE
The bridge is one of Storj’s latest initiatives. A tenant’s
private encryption keys were previously stored on their local
computer [83]. Using the Bridge server, encryption keys can
be stored without centralized control. Multi-device access is
possible because keys are safely stored. Providing users with
access to files is the next step. Since files are already stored
in the cloud, decentralized file sharing requires only a simple
verification of identity and permission [89].

g: TOKEN
Payment is made with the Storj token. Storage providers get
paid by tenants to provide storage space and bandwidth to the
network. Open-source Storj is payment agnostic, contrary to
Storj Labs, whose implementation exclusively uses tokens.
The assumption is STORJ, but other coins can also be used,
such as BTC or ETH [37].

-Distributed in ICO: Up to 25% (June 2017)
-Emission rate: No new coins created.
-Consensus: Proof of Work
-Token supply: 500 million
-Blockchain: Ethereum
Table 4 portrays the current stats of the storj network

around the globe.

4) ADVANTAGES OF STORJ
a: SECURITY
AES-256 encryption is used to encrypt the files and their
metadata, and the system distributes erasure-encoded pieces
of each file to a diverse set of Storage Nodes across the
globe. It is simple and secure because the encryption keys are
generated automatically [90]. Users can access data only with
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TABLE 4. Current stats of the storj network.

permission from the owner. As an added layer of security,
Storj DCS pushes access management to the edge using
macaroon-based API keys. Eighty or more pieces of a file are
stored on different nodes. Only 29 parts are needed to retrieve
and reconstruct a file [91].

b: PRIVATE
Many attacks involve gaining access to a trove of data,
compromising a credential, or breaching a central repos-
itory of access controls. This is no longer possible with
decentralization. As Storj DCS manages access peer-to-peer,
it separates responsibilities for creating bearer tokens and
encryption [92]. Separating these concerns allows greater
privacy and transparency through decoupling data storage,
access management, and use [93].

c: AVAILABILITY
By default, the data stored by the DCS is available worldwide
over a global network of storage nodes. Storj DCS stores
data on Nodes that are chosen based on reputation and local
latency [94]. This set of Nodes is desired to store chunks
of your file, ensuring quick access to data. Storj gateway
libraries enable applications to take advantage of massive
parallelism from both a download and upload perspective
directly at the edge [95].

d: PERFORMANCE
Parallel, peer-to-peer file transfers using Storj DCS are faster,
more reliable, and deliver 119s of durability and uptime. Data
is accessible on demand from anywhere worldwide thanks to
multi-threading concurrent downloads and uploads of files.
With centralized storage services, data is recovered slower
than the fastest data restore. More than 13,000 nodes around
the world ensure low latency and high throughput, regardless
of where data is being downloaded from [96].

e: OPEN SOURCE
The codebase of Storj is open source. As part of the open-
source project, developers can contribute to the development
of decentralized architecture, which enhances the security
and privacy of users through transparency [97].

5) POTENTIAL VULNERABILITIES OF STORJ
-Due to the volatile nature of networks, clients must imple-
ment data redundancy schemes proactively.

-Clients are more likely to lose data due to inconsistencies
in storage provider nodes [97].

-The problem with storage provider node storage networks
isn’t that they are not economically scalable; rising electricity
costs will eventually make a storage node unprofitable [98].
No one can control the availability of a storage node so that
it can be turned off or broken at any time. Consistency in
networks is what this is all about.

-HTTP is used to transfer data. Shards can be uploaded
or downloaded from endpoints exposed by storage providers.
Exposing their IP addresses allows storage provider nodes to
be hacked [99]. The bridge is designed only to store metadata
and is thus a central point of failure for Storj [100]. Decentral-
ized storage models work off the premise that not everyone
will be able to utilize the storage that their devices have on
them. This leads to individuals being incentivized to rent out
their unused hard disk space to users in exchange for pay-
ment. Decentralized storage has several benefits, including
the security guarantees provided by blockchain technology
and the possibility of safer storage alternatives. Several nodes
in the network keep copies of the information, so there are no
single points of failure in the network. Moreover, due to the
distributed architecture of DCS networks, it is theoretically
impossible to steal user data or restrict access to them because
the DCS network is distributed. Various decentralized stor-
age networks are available in the market for sellers and
renters. A quick comparison through a pie chart is presented
in figure 6 below.

FIGURE 6. Most used decentralized storage network.

Table 5 portrays a quick comparison between different
decentralized and cloud storage networks.

B. FILECOIN IS A DECENTRALIZED STORAGE
The FileCoin network is a decentralized storage network.
This system uses IPFS as its backend. The Interplanetary
File System (IPFS) is a distributed peer-to-peer file system
that eliminates single points of failure by connecting all
computing devices in a network [101]. Data can be stored on
third-party storage space offered by FileCoin, whose trust-
worthiness clients can’t verify. Like any other decentralized
storage system, these networks must be protected throughout
their lives [102].

Two methods are proposed by File Coin to meet this
demand.

-Proof of space-time: this method ensures clients that their
data will be kept for a specific period.
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TABLE 5. Comparison among storage systems.

-Proof of replication: proof-of-replication can demonstrate
that data is protected in its physical location and that none of
the network nodes have duplicate files on their hardware.

1) HOW FILE COIN WORKS
Users and storage providers play vital roles in the File coin
network, which is a peer-to-peer network [103]. Mines in the
File coin network have computers with internet connections
and space that they can hire. Miners are the storage providers
contributing storage to the network in exchange for FILs.
In the meantime, the users seek to purchase storage from the
storage providers implementing the Filecoin protocol [104].
At first, glance, keeping valuable information on someone
else’s computer may seem risky. File coin breaks down data
before storing it to ensure that hackers cannot access data
stored within its network. As a result, a malicious actor would
only see meaningless data bits if they attempted to access
a file on the Filecoin network. The agreement between a
storage provider and a user is called a contract. Two types
of Filecoin deals merit mention: storage deals and retrieval
deals. According to their names, storage deals occur when the
miner receives data from a client to store, and retrieval deals
occur when theminer withdraws data from the network. After

a storage contract is signed, miners must continuously prove
that they are serving clients well by storing their data [105].
Keeping third parties out of the network is achieved through
File coin’s consensus mechanisms. Filecoin verifies storage
data through ‘’proof of replication’’ (PoRep) and ‘’proof of
space-time’’ (PoST) to prove to the network that the storage is
occurring as specified in the deal between the client and the
miner [8]. Data is encoded in PoRep by a storage provider,
designed to happen slowly. It is then the storage provider’s
responsibility to prove that the encoding of the data is unique.
Due to the gradual nature of the encoding sequence, if the
storage provider responds quickly, it means that the data
has been encoded and is being stored safely. If the storage
provider does not respond immediately, they have generated a
new encoding and are not acting in good faith [106]. Through
PoSt, miners prove the data is stored continuously in storage
once a deal has been made between a storage provider and a
user. Depending on the amount of data, random miners prove
the data is still available [107].

2) FILE COIN STATA IN 2022
-Total storage capacity of 12 EIB

-3,362 Filecoin storage providers
-More than 230 organizations have joined the network
-Approximately 465 new projects have been added to the

ecosystem
-7500+ contributors on GitHub projects
-A hackathon attracts 10,000+ developers.

3) FILE COIN (A DSN CONSTRUCTION)
Filecoin DSN aims to be an auditable, publicly verifiable, and
incentive-driven decentralized storage system. In exchange
for payment, clients pay a network of miners for data storage
and retrieval. The network only pays miners if it confirms that
the service was provided correctly [108].

a: PARTICIPANTS
The system allows users to be either a Client, StorageMiners,
or a Retrieval Miner.

b: CLIENTS
Clients are charged for storing data and retrieving data from
the DSN.

c: STORAGE MINERS
Storage miners provide network storage. For participating in
Filecoin, storage miners offer their hard drives, and servers
put requests [109]. Users who wish to become Storage Min-
ers must deposit collateral proportionate to their storage
space. Storage miners commit to storing a client’s data for
a specified amount of time when they submit put requests.
To demonstrate the validity of the data, storage miners create
Proofs-of-Spacetime, which they submit to the blockchain.
Invalid or missing proof penalizes Storage Miners and causes
them to forfeit the collateral. Additionally, storage miners
can also mine new blocks. They receive mining rewards and
transaction fees for creating a new block [110].
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d: RETRIEVAL MINERS
The Network’s retrieval miners provide data retrieval ser-
vices. Filecoin retrieval miners gather data from getting
requests made by users. These miners do not have to pledge,
commit, or provide evidence of storing data like StorageMin-
ers. Storage miners typically play a role in retrieval mining as
well. The retrieval miner can purchase pieces directly from
clients or through the retrieval market [111].

4) ADVANTAGES OF FILE COIN
a: VERIFIABLE STORAGE
A built-in process in Filecoin verifies that files are stored
correctly and validates their history. During every 24-hour
period, storage providers must prove that their files are being
maintained [112]. This history can be scanned efficiently by
clients if they were offline at the time, to ensure that their files
are correctly stored. A knowledgeable observer will notice
whether any storage provider has been faulty or unavailable
in the past if they check their track record [113].

b: OPEN MARKET
A Filecoin exchange is an open marketplace for negotiating
files storage and retrieval deals. You are not required to have
permission to join Filecoin’s network. You simply need an
internet connection and spare disk space to run a miner.
A thriving ecosystem of independent storage providers is
enabled by Filecoin’s lowering of entry barriers [23].

c: OPEN-SOURCE CODE
A client and a storage provider can both run the open-source
code [114]. Software for managing storage infrastructure
does not need to be developed by storage providers. The
code of Filecoin has been improved in a way that benefits
everyone [18].

d: SINGLE PROTOCOL
Any miner that implements the Filecoin protocol will be able
to store data for applications that implement the protocol.
There is no need to implement different APIs for differ-
ent providers. A third party application supporting multiple
providers is not limited to features that all the providers
support on a lowest common denominator basis [111].

e: CONTENT DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
These computers are connected to a good network, which
makes them ideal for retrieval mining. As retrieval min-
ers distribute popular files to nearby users, they are
rewarded for smoothing network traffic and accelerating file
downloads [115].

C. SIA (A DECENTRALIZED STORAGE NETWORK)
The idea for Sia came fromDavid Vorick and Luke Champine
at HackMIT in 2013. A decentralized cloud storage platform
built on blockchain technology called Sia was developed by
the nebulous team based in the United States and European
Union. Sia increases data storage reliability and affordability

by leveraging unutilized hard drive capacity globally. Pow-
ered by a utility token, Sia has its own blockchain. It is impor-
tant to ensure high availability by storing data worldwide to
eliminate any single point of failure [116].

1) SKYNET
On top of Sia’s cloud storage network, Skynet is a
decentralized platform for sharing and delivering files and
content [53] [117]. Skynet enhances Siawith file sharing, data
publishing, and the infrastructure required to allow apps to
serve content in a decentralized way. Skynet can host all types
of data. Files can be uploaded through a Skynet Web portal
or Sia node. When a file has been uploaded, it generates a
46-byte link known as a Skylink. Anyone can use that link to
download Skynet data, whether they are Sia users or not. The
original uploader does not have to stay online to keep the file
available. Sia does all pinning in real-time, ensuring excellent
uptime and high speeds. Decentralized applications benefit
from this since they can run confidently, knowing that their
storage layer is just as decentralized as their applications.
Skynet can store and distribute data in a low-cost, low-hassle,
high-speed manner. Traditional infrastructure costs 10x more
than cloud storage, while bandwidth is 100x cheaper, all
without sacrificing performance or reliability [118].

2) HOW SIA WORKS
Following are a few important SIA terms explained.

a: NODE
Installation or instance of Sia.

b: RENTER
An individual who uploads files to a network.

c: HOST
An individual who lends their storage space to others to
upload files.

d: CONTRACTS
In contracts between a host and a tenant, the amount, length,
and prices of data storage are specified. Blockchain and
software automate the process of tracking and completing
these tasks.

e: SIA COINS
The crypto currency that powers Sia.

f: SIA FUNDS
The Siacoin token is a secondary token that grants its holder
Sia coins for completing contracts. The Sia platform splits
files, encrypts them, and sends them globally. Both hosts and
renters upload files throughout the entire process. Whenever
a file is uploaded, it is copied multiple times so the owner
can access it at any time [119]. Since hosts only receive parts
of encrypted files, they can never access them. User ranters
upload files to Sia, while user hosts make their space available
for other users to store data for a certain period and a certain
amount of money.
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3) ADVANTAGES OF SIA
a: COMPLETELY PRIVATE
Sia uses a decentralized network to encrypt and distribute
files. Private encryption keys are yours to control, and data
is yours to own [120]. In contrast to traditional cloud storage,
your files can’t be accessed or controlled by a third party or
outside the company.

b: FAR MORE AFFORDABLE
Sia’s decentralized storage costs 90% less than incum-
bent cloud storage providers. A 1TB file on Sia costs
about $1-2 per month, while a 1TB file on Amazon S3
costs $23 [121].

c: HIGHLY REDUNDANT
The Sia platform distributes and stores redundant file seg-
ments across nodes in multiple locations worldwide, elimi-
nating a single point of failure and guaranteeing uptime that
rivals traditional cloud providers [122].

d: OPEN SOURCE
An active community of developers builds innovative
applications using Sia APIs, and its software is entirely
open-source [123].

D. PRICE EVALUATION AND COMPARISION
Various DNS providers provide storage facilities at different
prices in terms of bandwidth. The figure 7 shows the compar-
ison of different decentralized storage networks:

FIGURE 7. Price comparison of different DSNs.

V. POSSIBLE ATTACKS ON DECENTRALIZED STORAGE
NETWORKS AND SOLUTIONS
Distributed systems are vulnerable to a variety of
attacks [124]. Some attacks can affect any distributed system.
These attacks tend to be storage-specific and can affect any
distributed storage system.

A. SPARTACUS
On Kademlia, it is possible to suffer a Spartacus attack or
identity theft [125]. Any node can assume the identity of
another by copying the Node ID and receiving some fraction
of the messages intended for that node. Nodes and data can

be targeted using this method [126]. All messages must be
signed, and Node IDs are implemented as ECDSA public key
hashes. This would prevent Spartacus attackers from signing
messages or participating in the system if they attempted to
attack it [127].

B. SYBIL
An attack called Sybil involves setting up large numbers of
nodes to disrupt a network by dropping messages or stealing
them. As Sybil attacks rely on redundant messages and a
concrete distance metric, they are somewhat difficult to con-
duct on Kademlia. Most messages are sent to at least three
neighbors of each node in the network, selected according to
their Node IDs. Sybil attacks successfully isolate only 12.5%
of honest nodes when they control 50% of the network [128].
The network will still function even though its reliability and
performance will degrade until a large portion is made up of
colluding Sybil nodes.

C. GOOGLE
This hypothetical attack is carried out by a nation-state with
high resources and is somewhat like the Sybil attack. As a
result of the difficulty of predictingGoogle’s actions, it can be
challenging to defend against a Google attack. Google attacks
can only be protected by creating a network with resources
equal to those of the attackers. Aiming for the network at
that level would require a lot of resources that would not be
sustainable [129].

D. HONEST GEPPETTO
Avariant of Google’s attack, Honest Geppetto, targets storage
devices [130]. In the network, the attacker operates an enor-
mous number of puppet nodes, accumulating trust and con-
tracts over time [131]. Once he reaches a certain threshold,
he drops each node from the network or pulls the strings on
each puppet to execute a hostage attack on the data. A large
network can render an attack ineffective, just as it did with
the previous attack [49]. This can be partially addressed by
relatedness analysis of nodes until then. When downtime,
latency, and other attributes are applied to Bayesian inference,
data owners should distribute shards across as many unrelated
nodes as possible [132].

E. ECLIPSE
An eclipse attack isolates a node or set of nodes in a network
graph by ensuring that all outbound connections reach mali-
cious nodes [23]. The Eclipse attack can trickmalicious nodes
into functioning normally, eclipsing only particular important
messages. Overtaking the target node requires generating key
pairs until the attacker finds three keys whose hashes are
closer to the target’s ID than the node’s nearest non-malicious
neighbor and protecting this position against new nodes with
closer IDs. The network has nodes, making this a proof-
of-work problem with proportionally increasing difficulty as
nodes are added. To defend against eclipse attacks, increase
the number of nodes in the network [133].
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F. HOSTAGE BYTES
Storage-specific attacks like the hostage byte attack are used
to extort additional payments from data owners through the
refusal of malicious storage providers to transfer shards or
portions of shards [2]. By storing shards redundantly across
several nodes, data owners can protect themselves from
hostage byte attacks [134]. The malicious storage provider
node cannot determine the last byte if the client keeps its
erasure encoding secret. Most practical applications of this
attack are addressed by redundant storage. However, redun-
dant storage is not a complete solution. Multiple malicious
nodes have to cooperate to defeat redundancy, which is very
hard to carry out in practice [135].

G. CHEATING OWNER
The data owner may refuse to verify that the audit is true
and thereby avoid paying a data storage provider for the
data storage. Data owners’ shards may be dropped by the
storage provider node [6]. As a result of this attack, any future
distributed reputation system will have difficulty verifying its
claims. Currently, there are no publicly verifiable proofs of
storage and no independently verifiable process to confirm
whether a privately verifiable audit was sent or responded
to as planned [136]. Any reputation system still faces the
problem of cheating clients [137].

VI. LIMITATIONS OF DECENTRALIZED STORAGE
NETWORKS
Undoubtedly, decentralized storage systems have their down-
sides, regardless of their potential. The technology is in
its infancy, so researchers are trying to find solutions to
its challenges [138]. The following are a few challenges
associated with decentralized data storage systems based on
blockchains:

A. LACK OF TRUST
Using peer-to-peer technology, data is stored DE centrally
in a way that circumvents centralized regulations [139]. The
decentralized network may be hard for businesses and con-
sumers to trust because of the lack of accountability in cases
of lost data or lost transactions. The developers of the decen-
tralized network are working on adding the highest levels of
security because of this lack of trust [140]. New technology
may take time to gain the confidence of businesses.

B. COMPLICATIONS IN DEVELOPMENT
The consensus mechanism gets complicated when develop-
ing a blockchain-based decentralized storage network. Proof-
of-Storage (PoS) is based on a consensus mechanism [105].
By verifying the integrity of remote files, PoS ensures their
authenticity. To explain this, each node in the system must
demonstrate that the data they submit qualifies them to add
new records [141]. Users would otherwise believe that the
blockchain network had faulty processes due to the consensus
mechanism. Although the consensus mechanism is relatively

complex, as any developer will tell you, it is worth paying
attention [142]. The process will be much easier if you hire a
blockchain development company with an extensive portfolio
of completed projects.

C. MITIGATION-RELATED CONCERNS
In its infancy, decentralized storage technology will remain
in this stage for some time. Due to performance issues, busi-
nesses and consumers do not immediately adopt decentral-
ized storage systems [102]. Early adopters should seize the
opportunity to implement this strategy before it becomes a
mainstream technology. Performance-related challenges are
already being addressed by developers [143].

D. SECURITY CONCERNS
The network can, however, be hacked even if it is bulletproof
by malicious nodes, launching hub-attacks, disrupting, and
potentially destroying the entire system. Blockchain-based
decentralized storage systems are currently being developed
to prevent these attacks [8], [144].

E. NEED TIME TO GO INTO MAINSTREAM
All the problems associated with centralized storage are
undeniably resolved by decentralized storage. There are
numerous advantages to decentralized storage over tradi-
tional, mainstream storage systems [145]. To be widely
adopted, the decentralized system must provide a superior
service to the current market. Now, technology is in its
infancy. It will remain a niche until it becomes more widely
used among businesses [146].

VII. RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
As this technology is still in its infancy, numerous improve-
ments are yet to bemade. Our discussion in this section covers
the issues individuals and organizations face with respect to
blockchain-based storage [147].

A. SECURITY
Even though blockchain networks offer greater security than
centralized systems, it should be noted that blockchains may
not provide complete security. Because decentralized net-
works are much less likely to encounter security issues than
centralized networks, they are less likely to arise, but they are
not entirely avoided. Security issues can also occur if data
must be edited or shared with a third party because encrypted
files have to be decrypted and re-encrypted every time [148].
Furthermore, data is only secure if stored, not sent over a
network. Again, some attacks could seriously damage the
blockchain itself and its applications. Launching a 51% attack
against chains that use the Proof ofWork consensus algorithm
is possible. Blockchains can be controlled by nodes with high
computing power, leading to attacks such as selfish mining
and double spending. Having many nodes will prevent these
attacks so that no single group can control the blockchain.
A selfish node may discover a nonce before others but keep it
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to themselves and mine until the proofed chain has caught up
to them. Following that, they reveal their private chain, and if
it is longer than the others offered, they win the prize. This
mechanism prevents selfish mining. This method suggests
accepting either the latest validated block or the first block
received. If two blocks have the same amount of validation,
nodes should accept the first block received. Nodes engage
in double spending when they spend the same amount of
cryptocurrency in multiple transactions. For this problem, the
Listening Period technique or waiting for more confirmation
has been proposed [148].

B. INSUFICIENT DATA FOR DECISION MAKING
In many companies and organizations, the collected data is
regarded as a valuable resource that can be analyzed and
processed to aid their decision-making process. Due to the
encryption of all data before storage, blockchain-based stor-
age systems cannot accomplish this process. Data can be
stored in a blockchain-based storage system such as Block
House by companies giving permission to certified agents.
In this chain, all the information can be retrieved and ana-
lyzed by the agents of a company based on the needs of
the company. Moreover, private blockchains with accredited
members do not require data encryption. With the use of
blockchain, data can be stored in a safe, secure, and trackable
manner [149].

C. LACK OF LEGAL RESTRICTIONS
Two parties to smart contracts can’t deny or violate their
contract if they have written down vital information and
conditions. Despite this, there is no legal support or the
court system to rely on if there is a fraud, scam, or another
unexpected issue [88].

D. SCALABILITY ISSUE
Anyone who wishes to join a blockchain network can join
it by becoming a volunteer node. Although maintaining net-
work efficiency and security is challenging as a network
grows [150]. The scalability problem in blockchain networks
can result in delays and other problems. Several solutions to
the Bitcoin blockchain scalability issues have been suggested.
However, the authors note that possible delays may not be
the only problem. As a new node joins the network, the
bootstrap time is the time it takes to download and analyze
the network’s history, which is quite expensive and takes time
for an old and large blockchain like Bitcoin. Further, they
examined the following solutions to increase the network’s
scalability:

-To jam more transactions into a block, the volume of
information in each transaction can be reduced

-It is possible to find the optimal block size by adjusting
the block size. Scalability issues in blockchain can be cate-
gorized into three categories: throughput, cost, and capacity.
All transactions performed by a miner are considered to be
the capacity of theminer. There is an increase in volume every

day. Transaction fees apply to even small transactions [151].
Transactions that are too small in size and, thus, too cheap in
fee cause the problem, but too many have to be transmitted
over the network. Moreover, throughput problems are expe-
rienced by transactions awaiting inclusion in a block. It takes
a long time to process small blocks [152].

E. ACCESS CONTROL
It is true that blockchain will always contain a record of
previous transactions, and you can expect huge quantities
of data to be replicated across all nodes, but that does not
make blockchain a database by itself. Large files stored on
blockchain could be bloated by these two specifications.
The problem is that blockchain storage networks cannot
share files among users. Smart contracts-based solutions have
been offered to overcome this issue, but they only work for
IPFS [153].

F. REPUTATION SYSTEM ISSUES
There is a discussion of the trustworthiness of virtual com-
munities such as Facebook or Twitter.While global reputation
systems can reveal recommendations’ results, we should note
that those results have been derived from the opinions of all
nodes, so they might not be reliable, and the other compo-
nents themselves may not be reliable. In response, they offer
a local reputation system that takes only recommendations
from the entourage of the user into account. Using blockchain
technology, we can implement this idea so that only recom-
mendations from trusted people can be used [154].

G. SWITCHING TO BLOCKCHAIN
There are some instances when blockchain networks may
seem to present a problem on first glance, but this is not
always the case. Theremay be a situation in which blockchain
networks are not the most appropriate solution for every
individual or company. Before implementing a blockchain,
it is essential to examine the pros and cons of it so that you
can make an informed decision. Therefore, data storage using
this method is cheaper and more secure for one individual.
Cloud storage is not yet compatible with existing solutions,
such as data analysts or processors, so companies should
remain cautious. In addition to private blockchains, consor-
tium blockchains can also be developed with the debated
technology. Members of these blockchains (e.g., companies)
can utilize the blockchain as a collective space instead of
storing their personal computers, incurring large hardware
costs, or having their data uploaded on external servers. It is
possible to customize a blockchain to address a specific
characteristic, such as the speed at which stored files are
downloaded. Each host must provide a certain amount of
storage space to enable such a facility. Nodes with high
availability and redundancy should be used when storing
high-value data. Quantum computing has a wide range of
applications. Authentication, key exchange, and secret key
sharing are among the applications. It is possible to generate
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a group of particles using quantum entanglement instead of
sharing as it is currently done in blockchains. Entanglement in
quantum mechanics has the critical property of not describ-
ing a single particle individually but determining the whole
batch’s state. Cloud service providers can also use this tech-
nology to keep track of all transactions within their network
through a chain. It is cheaper than previous models because
the data is encrypted before transmission on the network,
proofs are sent in fixed intervals, and costs are determined
according to usage [155].

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this brief survey we elaborated about the importance of the
decentralized storage networks that are intrinsically based on
blockchain technologies. Though a lot of studiers are going
on in blockchain based storages, still there is a dire need
of through investigations on each of these storage networks
to assess the suitability of implication according to the use
case. Apart from that, due to their decentralized, peer-to-
peer nature, blockchains have the potential to make a sig-
nificant impact on business across many industries. One of
our era’s most crucial and controversial issues is the stor-
age and retrieval of data in cloud storage. Blockchain-based
storage systems overcome several shortcomings of traditional
storage systems. Our survey discusses a new way to store
data to ensure privacy and security. However, blockchain-
based storage remains in its infancy due to scalability, data
analysis, and access issues. As with the rest of the new appli-
cations of this technology, blockchain-based storage is still in
development. Every consensus protocol on a blockchain was
built to achieve specific goals, such as speed. Organizations
can modify, combine, or create protocols to meet their needs
differently.
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